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Abstract 
 

The Reverse k Nearest Neighbor (RkNN) query is valuable for finding objects influenced by a 

specific object and is widely used in both scientific and commercial systems. However, the 

influence level of each object is unknown, information that is critical for some applications 

(e.g. target marketing). In this paper, we propose a new query type, Ordered Reverse k Nearest 

Neighbor (ORkNN), and make efforts to adapt it in an on-demand scenario. An Order-k 

Voronoi diagram based approach is used to answer ORkNN queries. In particular, for different 

values of k, we pre-construct only one Voronoi diagram. Algorithms on both the server and the 

clients are presented. We also present experimental results that suggest our proposed 

algorithms may have practical applications. 

 
 

Keywords: on-demand broadcast, ordered reverse k nearest neighbor query, ordered order-k 

Voronoi diagram 
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1. Introduction 

A reverse k nearest neighbor (RkNN) query [1-11] returns objects that take a query object as 

one of its top k closest neighbors. In the past decade, the RkNN query has received increasing 

research attention and has had a large impact on a broad range of applications, including 

strategic planning, resource allocation, online reality games, mobile navigation systems, 

decision support systems and profile-based marketing. The main drive behind many RkNN 

applications is determining the degree of influence that a query object has on some other 

objects. Generally, the query object bears an influence over every object in the result set of a 

RkNN query. However, in almost all existing studies, the answer objects in the RkNN result 

set are treated equally even though they are affected by the query object to various degrees. 

With respect to a RkNN query, we identified various applications for which there is a need 

to obtain an influence rank for the answer objects. A representative example is targeted selling, 

which is becoming increasingly popular. Super markets that adopt the targeted selling strategy 

could increase promotional effectiveness by placing targeted advertisements in the most 

efficient locations. Consequently, it is of great importance to rank the influences of the 

different communities sourced by the super market. In addition, in order to schedule 

advertising campaigns accordingly, a gas station manager would need to identify the influence 

rank of the vehicle and whether or not it is located in the gas station’s influence zone. Consider 

another scenario in which players of computer games tend to attack the enemy that is nearest 

to him. To avoid potential dangers, the best strategy would be to sequentially kill the enemies 

that take him as the 1
st
, 2

nd
, …… closest enemy neighbors, separately.  

However, ordinary RkNN queries are not appropriate for such application because the 

answer objects are unordered. To tackle the problems arising from these practical applications, 

we introduce a new query type, namely ordered reverse k nearest neighbors (ORkNN) query. 

Compared with the original RkNN search, the ORkNN returns the same set of result objects 

but with more information. For each returned object, the ORkNN returns the influence of the 

query object. The ranked RNN query [1] retrieves t data objects most influenced by the query 

object. While this query is similar to the ORkNN search, it is not a substitute for ORkNN 

queries. For example, in the applications of targeted selling, a ranked query may return objects 

that are weakly influenced by the user, while an object that is strongly affected by the user may 

not be returned when t is not large enough.  

Wireless technologies are widely used around the world. More and more, users prefer 

wireless networks to cable and fiber, owing to the flexible, cost-saving nature of wireless 

communication. Therefore, techniques toward wireless network are continuously proposed 

[12-16]. Using wireless broadcast, a broadcasted data item can be shared by a number of 

clients, leading to a more efficient use of shared bandwidth. There are two primary approaches 

to accessing data via wireless broadcast: on-demand broadcast and push-based broadcast. 

Push-based broadcasts are useful for applications that have relatively stable access patterns. 

However, on-demand broadcast is more efficient at handling time-critical queries with 

dynamic data access patterns, which makes on-demand broadcast quite appropriate for our 

proposed ORkNN applications.  

In this paper, we focus on processing the ORkNN queries in on-demand broadcast 

environments for fixed query clients and moving objects of interest. To the best of our 

knowledge, we present the first effort toward studying the ORkNN search. We first present a 

method for computing ORkNN results by utilizing the pre-computed ordered order-K Voronoi 
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diagram (OOKVD) [17], where K is the maximal possible value of k. Only one Voronoi 

diagram needs to be pre-constructed, which greatly reduces the pre-construction overhead. We 

then present the algorithms to the server and clients. Data items may dynamically change in 

our model, preventing existing broadcast scheduling algorithms to be directly applied to 

deliver ORkNN results via on-demand broadcast to the clients. Consequently, we develop a 

novel scheduling method on the server to solve this problem. A priority computation technique 

is used to assign priorities to pending requests before scheduling them.  

Our main contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows. 

1. We propose a new query type termed ordered reverse k nearest neighbors (ORkNN) 

query, which has many practical applications (e.g. targeted selling). For each returned object, 

ORkNN ranks the influence of the query object. 

2. We propose an order-k Voronoi diagram based approach to process ORkNN queries via 

on-demand broadcast. Although the ORkNN queries may be submitted with different values 

of k, we only pre-constructed one Voronoi diagram, greatly reducing the total computational 

burden. 

3. We develop a novel broadcast scheduling method to deliver ORkNN results via 

on-demand broadcast to the clients. A priority computation technique is used to assign 

priorities to the pending requests and data items. 

4. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the proposed algorithms and illustrate 

their affectivity and efficiency. 

We organize the remainder of the paper as follows. Related work is provided in Section 2. In 

Section 3, we describe some preliminaries including our proposed ORkNN query and the 

broadcast model. Section 4 presents the algorithm running on the server, and Section 5 

presents the client-side algorithm. Section 6 shows the performance evaluation of our 

algorithms via simulation experiments. Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2. Related Work 

In this section, we briefly review the previous studies related to our work in the RNN research 

area and in the field of on-demand broadcast scheduling. 

2.1 RNN Queries and Variants 

Since the first introduction of RNN in [2], the RNN query problem has been extensively 

studied [1-10] and a range of variants have been proposed. The RNN ranking query sorts the 

objects of the database according to the number of other, more similar objects in the database, 

without the need to restart the search from scratch [11]. In the continuous reverse nearest 

neighbor (CRNN) queries [7, 9], a monitoring region of a continuous query that enables the 

possibility of incremental processing is maintained. Previous studies have handled the RNN 

queries for moving objects, but not in wireless broadcast environments [10, 18]. A variant of 

RNN query, called ranked RNN query, is also proposed [1]. To the best of our knowledge, the 

ranked RNN query is the most similar method to the proposed ORkNN query, but has several 

distinct characteristics. The ranked RNN retrieves t data objects most influenced by the query 

object, where t is specified at the query time to limit the size of result sets, thus the value of k is 

indeterminate and the size of the result set is fixed. For an ORkNN query, the value of k is 

fixed and determined when the request is issued. However, the number of returned objects is 

variable. Further, the algorithm for processing ranked RNN queries in [19] is not assumed in 

wireless broadcast environments.  
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Several approaches have been proposed in previous works to processing RNN queries under 

wireless periodic broadcast environments. In this field, a preliminary study is conducted [20], 

where three air indexing techniques (naive air index, Rdnn-tree air index and D-tree air index) 

are employed and corresponding algorithms based on these techniques are devised. A 

structure called Jump Rdnn-tree is proposed to process RNN query in the broadcast 

environment [21]. A Jump Rdnn-tree is constructed by adding additional link pointers to the 

traditional Rdnn-tree. Using Jump Rdnn-tree, the backtracking problem is eliminated, and thus 

the air index is more suitable for linear access under a wireless broadcast environment. An 

RNN search protocol used in data broadcast environments is proposed [10, 18]. In this 

protocol, no index structure is needed.  

2.2 Data Broadcast Algorithms 

Data broadcast is a large research area, and we introduce a few of the most relevant studies 

here. Various scheduling algorithms have been proposed to determine the broadcast sequence 

of data items in on-demand broadcast environments [22-28]. A data selection and scheduling 

algorithm using a modified EDF is proposed in [27]. The scheduling algorithm termed SIN-

α [22] takes into accounts both timelines and the number of data requests. A number of data 

productivity-based scheduling algorithms are extended in [29]. Additionally, their 

performances for scheduling multi-item requests in multi-channel broadcast environments are 

evaluated. However, these algorithms mentioned above are not approximate enough for 

application in the ORkNN query processing, where the requests are time-critical and require 

multiple items at the same time.  

Algorithms presented in [24] and [25] (called DPA and DTIU, respectively) are well 

designed to schedule multi-item requests under time constraints. Although they are effective 

and efficient for scheduling static objects, direct applying of DPA and DTIU in our ORkNN 

applications would lead to request response errors because data items may change in our 

model. Wang et al. [30] investigated the broadcast scheduling problems associated with 

disseminating timely data to periodic continuous queries and proposed an efficient online 

scheduling algorithm, called RM-UO. They assume that data items accessed by a query would 

not vary during their lifetime and that the requests are invoked periodically. RM-UO is a 

systematic and highly efficient solution for multiple practical applications. Unfortunately, 

these assumptions, especially the former, make RM-UO inadequate for processing our 

proposed ORkNN queries.  

3. Preliminaries 

3.1 OOkVD 

OOkVD, short for ordered order-k Voronoi diagram [17], is a variant of the ordinary Voronoi 

diagram. An OOkVD tessellates the space into mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive 

Voronoi cells. Each cell is characterized by an ordered sequence of generator sites.  

According to the definition of OOkVD [17], every OOkVD cell is characterized with an 

ordering of the k nearest neighboring generators associated to it. The k nearest neighboring 

generators are organized as a k-tuple. This arrangement can distinguish among the first, the 

second, and up to the k
th
 nearest neighboring generator for all locations in each cell. In this 

paper, we use the corresponding k-tuple to identify an OOkVD cell. When k=1, OOkVD is the 

ordinary Voronoi diagram. 
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Fig. 1. An example of OOkVD 

 

An example of OOkVD is shown in Fig. 1, where k is 3, C={c1, c2, c3, c4} is the set of 

generators (clients), O={o1, …, o7} is the set of interest objects moving inside the OOkVD 

space and the symbols R1, …, R17 are used to represent the OO3VD cells. The k-tuples used to 

identify the OOkVD cells (R1-R17) are shown in Table 1. The k-tuple (c2, c1, c4) corresponding 

to R1 means the first nearest neighboring generator to any point p in R1 is c2, the second nearest 

is c1, and the third is c4. 

 
Table 1. Triples associated to the OOkVD cells 

OOkVD Cell k-tuple OOkVD Cell k-tuple OOkVD Cell k-tuple 

R1 (c2, c1, c4) R7 (c2, c4, c3) R13 (c4, c3, c1) 

R2 (c2, c3, c4) R8 (c4, c2, c1) R14 (c4, c1, c3) 

R3 (c3, c2, c4) R9 (c4, c2, c3) R15 (c4, c1, c2) 

R4 (c2, c1, c3) R10 (c3, c4, c2) R16 (c1, c4, c2) 

R5 (c2, c3, c1) R11 (c3, c4, c1) R17 (c1, c2, c4) 

R6 (c2, c4, c1) R12 (c4, c3, c2)   

3.2 Definition of ORkNN Queries 

An ORkNN query returns every object of interest that considers the query object as one of their 

top k closest neighbors, as well as the degree of influence.  

Definition 1 (Influence degree): Let O be the set of the objects of interest. The influence 

degree of an interest object oO indicates how much o is influenced by the query object. The 

influence degree of o is set to be i if the query object is the i
th
 closest neighboring site of o.  

The smaller the influence degree is, the more influence the query object has over the object 

of interest, and vice versa. The concept of influence degree is also used in [1]. 

Definition 2 (ORkNN query): Let C be the set of clients, which may issue ORkNN queries. 

An ORkNN query is characterized by a client cC and k. An ORkNN query returns a set of 

pairs (o, i), where o is an interest object and i is the corresponding influence degree. The result 

set of the ORkNN query issued by a client cC is denoted as ORkNN(c). 
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3.3 Broadcast Model 

In this section, we present the model for processing ORkNN queries via on-demand broadcast. 

The on-demand broadcast environment is suitable for handling ORkNN queries for the 

following two reasons: (1) A broadcasted data item can be shared by several different requests. 

For example, in Fig. 1, o5 is requested by c1 and c4 at the same time; (2) The ORkNN queries 

are time-critical since the interest objects may move out of the influence region. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Broadcast model 

 

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the broadcast model consists of one server, a set of clients, a set of 

interest objects, and several wireless channels. The server calculates the ORkNN results and 

broadcasts them to the clients. The clients are assumed to be static (e.g. parking lot, gas station 

and shopping mall), and they submit ORkNN requests to the server through an uplink channel. 

Each request has a deadline beyond which the receipt of required data items has no value to the 

client. We assume that the clients would not issue a new request until the request being served 

is satisfied, or the deadline expires. Once a client sends a request to the server, the client listens 

to the download broadcast channel until the deadline expires or all needed data items have 

been received. The interest objects are assumed to have arbitrary movements and their 

positions and velocities are maintained in the server.  

Table 2 lists the definitions of some symbols that will be frequently used later.  
 

Table 2. Symbols and definitions 

Symbol Definition 

O/C The set of interest objects/clients 

K The order of the pre-computed Voronoi diagram 

o(ci1,,ciK) A data item 

(ci1,,ciK) 
A k-tuple contained in a data item used to identify an OOkVD 

cell 

S(q) The remaining lifetime of query q 

ORkNN(c) The result set of an ORkNN query issued by client c 

q An ORkNN request 

RQ The queue used for recording all pending requests 
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BQ(q) The queue recording all broadcasted data items required by q 

UQ(q) 
The queue recording all un-broadcasted data items required 

by q 

DR The request drop ratio 

SR The scheduling efficiency ratio 

Nq The number of interest objects required by q 

broadcast_slot The time used for broadcasting a single data item 

4. Server Algorithm 

In this section, we propose an OOkVD based method to process ORkNN queries. Using 

order-k Voronoi diagrams for processing RkNN queries has been considered infeasible due to 

the following limitations: the value of k is not known in advance and the computation of 

Voronoi diagrams for different k incurs high computational and spatial overhead costs. 

However, by further exploring new properties of OOkVD, it is only necessary to pre-compute 

one Voronoi diagram for the different k values, which greatly reduces the cost.  

To pre-construct the Voronoi diagram, we first estimate the range of the values of k in 

ORkNN queries. Then we construct the OOKVD (k=K), taking the set of clients as generators, 

where K is the maximal possible value of k. Since the clients are assumed to be static, we do 

not consider the updates of OOKVD in this paper. 

Generally, for each new submitted ORkNN query q, we first calculate the ORkNN results 

based on which data items needed by q are constructed. We then insert the obtained data items 

to be broadcasted into the Data Item Set. Finally, a broadcast scheduling method is adopted to 

broadcast the data items to clients. The process is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Query processing on server 

 

The maintenance of the Data Item Set involves many implementation details and the 

methodology used to broadcast data items through wireless channels is out of the scope of this 

paper. Instead, we focus on the ORkNN result calculation, data item organization and the 

broadcast scheduling method. 

4.1 ORkNN Result Calculation 

Before presenting how to calculate ORkNN results based on the pre-computed OOKVD, we 

first introduce two notions, S(ci1,,ciK) and 
j
cr
S . 

Definition 3 (S(ci1,,ciK)): The set of interest objects that reside in the OOkVD cell with the 

K-tuple(ci1,,ciK). 

For example, in Fig. 1, where we assume K=3, we have S(c1, c4, c2)={o5, o6}, and S(c2, c1, 

c4)={o1}. 
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Definition 4 (
j
cr
S ): The set of interest objects, which take cr as their j

th
 reverse nearest 

neighbors. 

Based on Definition 3 and 4, we propose Lemma 1 as follows. 

Lemma 1:  
rij

r
cc

iKi
j
c

ccSS


 ),,( 1 .  

Proof: This lemma can be proved directly according to the properties of OOKVD discussed in 

Section 3.2.  

   Based on Lemma 1 and the definition of ORkNN queries, we obtain ORkNN(cr) for any 

crC, as shown in Lemma 2.  

Lemma 2: ORkNN(cr) = {(
1

rc
S , 1), , (

k
cr
S , k)}. 

Proof: This lemma can be proved directly according to the definitions of 
j
cr
S  and ORkNN 

queries. 

     According to Lemma 2, the set of interest objects required by the ORkNN query issued by 

crC can be represented as 
k

j

j
cr
S
1

.  

Take Fig. 1 as an example, OR1NN(c1) = )}1,{( 1

1c
S , and OR2NN(c1) = )}2,(),1,{( 21

11 cc SS , 

where by Lemma 1, 
1

1c
S = ),,(),,( 241421 cccScccS  = },,{ 765 ooo , and 

2

1c
S = ),,(),,(),,(),,( 214314312412 cccScccScccScccS  = },,,{ 4321 oooo .  

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 together make the Voronoi diagram based approach feasible, since 

we do not have to construct different Voronoi diagrams for different k values. In effect, we 

have created a mapping between the OOKVD cells and ORkNN(cr). The OOKVD cells, in 

which the interest objects are required by crC, are called the influence cells of cr. That means, 

every object of interest in the influence cells of cr is in the result set of ORkNN(cr). 

Note that a query can be discarded directly after calculating the ORkNN results, without 

executing the following steps. Specifically, if there is not a required object of interest by q, or 

the remaining life of q is less than the time used to broadcast all un-broadcasted data items 

required by q, i.e., S(q) < Nq broadcast_slot, then q is discarded immediately. Here, Nq is the 

number of interest objects required by q, and broadcast_slot is the time used for broadcasting 

a single data item. 

4.2 Data Item Organization  

In regular on-demand applications, a client is aware of the data items that are to be retrieved. 

However, in our model, the clients themselves are unaware of the ORkNN query results. Thus, 

the server should supply hints to guide the clients to fetch, or not fetch, a data item. To handle 

this issue, we organize data items in the form of ),,( 1 iKi cco  , where oO is an interest 

object and ),,( 1 iKi cc  is the K-tuple associated with the OOKVD cell where o resides.  

At each moment, a data item contains a unique interest object, since one interest object can 

be located in only one OOkVD cell at each moment. For presentation simplicity, we also use 

the symbol o  to denote a data item ),,( 1 iKi cco  .  

The K-tuple in a data item carries two important messages: (1) which clients are requesting 

the data item; (2) the influence degree of the corresponding interest object. For example, data 
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item ),,( 1 iKi cco   is required by the clients iKi cc ,,1  , and for any client irc  (1 rK), 

the influence degree of o is r.  

Since the clients do not know about the ORkNN results, one challenge is a client that all the 

wanted data items have been received, so that it can stop listening. A straightforward method 

would be to broadcast a special data item as the termination signal. This method is efficient in 

stopping the client, but inefficient for bandwidth utilization. We tackle this challenge by 

representing the client IDs in the K-tuples in various ways. Suppose each client ID consists of 

a set of English characters. We assign an integer number to each character without any 

repetition (e.g. a-z, A-Z correspond to 1-26, 27-52). If ),,( 1 iKi cco   is not the last 

un-broadcasted data item required by an ORkNN query issued by client irc , then each 

character of irc  is represented by the corresponding number. Otherwise, the first character of 

irc  is represented by adding 52 to its corresponding number. This means that a client irc  

could determine whether ),,( 1 iKi cco   is the last needed data item by checking the first 

character of irc . If the first character of 



c ir  is larger than 52, ),,( 1 iKi cco   is the last 

needed data item. For example, 2 and 54 represent the same client ID ‘b’, and 54 also informs 

the client that it can stop listening after receiving the current data item.  

Note that the data items can be out-of-date. Data items expire when they have been 

broadcasted and then the corresponding interest object moves from one OOkVD cell to 

another. A simple example is shown in Fig. 4, which is a part of Fig. 1. In Fig. 4, we assume 

that at time t the interest object o, which is inside R17, is broadcasted, and at time t+1, o moves 

to R1. Since when interest object o moves from R17 to R1, data item o(c1, c2, c4) becomes o(c2, c1, 

c4), we say data item o(c1, c2, c4) is out-of-date at time t+1.  
 

 
Fig. 4. An example of the out-of-date data item 

 

4.3 Broadcast Scheduling Method  

In this section, we propose a broadcast scheduling method based on the priorities of pengding 

requests and data items. Before presenting the priority computations, we first introduce some 

symbols that will be used. 

o : A data item containing interest object o.  

UnservedSet(q): The set of un-broadcasted data items required by q. |UnservedSet(q)| 

indicates the number of data items in UnservedSet(q).. 

N(o ):The total number of pending requests for o . Once o  is broadcasted, N(o ) becomes 

zero. 

V(o): The velocity of interest object o. 

L(o): The distance from o to the boundary of the OOkVD cell in which o resides along the 

moving direction of o. An example of L(o) is shown in Fig. 5, where the arrow indicates the 

moving direction of o, and the length of the dotted line segment is L(o). 
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Fig. 5. An example of L(o) 

 

S(q): The remaining lifetime of q, which can be obtained by subtracting current time instant 

from the deadline of q.  

P(o ): The priority of data item o . 

P(q): The priority of request q. 

The priority computations should consider the following two issues: (1) the number of 

objects required by an ORkNN request can be arbitrary; (2) there are time limits, not only 

because each ORkNN query is submitted together with a deadline, but also because a 

broadcasted object of interest may become out-of-date due to its movement.  

Naturally, given two requests, the one with closer deadline should be broadcasted first; 

given two requests, the one whose required data items are demanded by more other requests 

should be broadcasted first; given two data items, the one with the larger request frequency 

should be broadcasted first. Once an interest object moves out of the current OOkVD cell, the 

results of the corresponding ORkNN requests may change.  

Motivated by these observations, we define P(o ) and P(q) as follows. 

 

)(

)()(
)(

oV

oNoL
oP


                                                         (1) 

)()(

)(

)( )(

qSqtUnservedSe

oP

qP qtUnservedSeo







                                         (2) 

 

Notice that in both equations, a larger value indicates a higher priority. 

The existence of out-of-date data items could lead a client receiving incorrect query results. 

Therefore we should attempt to avoid generating out-of-date data items. If we broadcast a data 

item with a small value of L(o)/V(o), the data item is more likely to expire. To some extent, the 

value of L(o)/V(o) indicates the expected time o spends moving out of the current OOkVD cell. 

Generally, when o arrives to a new OOkVD cell, it has a larger value of L(o)/V(o). Thus, we 

give data items with smaller L(o)/V(o) low priority.  

Below we show the basic idea of broadcast scheduling following a presentation of the 

priority calculations. 

We say a request q is finished when all data items required by q have been broadcasted; q is 

terminated when S(q) < Nq broadcast_slot. The request being served is called the current 

request.  

At each decision point, the server selects a new data item to broadcast to clients, according 

to the following two rules: 

(1) If the current request is finished or terminated, we choose a new request that has the 

highest priority, and the data item with the highest priority in the new current request is 

selected to broadcast; 

(2) Otherwise, we choose the data item with the highest priority in the current request to 

broadcast. 
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Notice that we compute priorities for the pending requests before scheduling them for 

broadcasting to the clients, and then choose the most rewarding request to serve. To avoid the 

request starvation problem, data items within the same request are considered as a whole, 

meaning required data items of a request must be broadcasted consecutively before a new 

query is selected. We also assign a priority value to each data item in the requests. 

Consideration of data item popularity in scheduling can enhance the scheduling efficiency 

since broadcasting a hot data item can serve more requests at a time.  

4.4 Summary of Server Algorithm 

We use a request queue RQ to record the pending requests. For each pending request q, we use 

a broadcasted queue BQ(q) and an un-broadcasted queue UQ(q) to record the broadcasted and 

un-broadcasted data items required by q, respectively. The request being served is called the 

current request. 

The entire algorithm on the server is briefly presented as follows. 

(1) When a new request q arrives, we first calculate the interest objects required by q, based 

on Lemma 2. If there is no interest object required by q, q is discarded. Otherwise, we check if 

S(q) is smaller than Nq broadcast_slot. If the answer is positive, q is discarded; otherwise, we 

insert q into the request queue. 

(2) When all needed data items for request q are broadcasted or S(q) is smaller than 

Nq broadcast_slot, we first remove q from RQ, and then compute the priority for each 

request in RQ. Finally, we chose the reqeust that has the highest priority.  

(3) For each pending request q in the request queue, which is issued by client crC, we 

examine its result set periodically to see if it changes. If the answer is positive, we update the 

data items required by q. There exist three situations to be considered: (1) If a new interest 

object moves into the influence cells of cr, we insert the corresponding data item into the 

un-broadcasted queue of q; (2) If an interest object oO moves out of the influence cells of cr, 

and o  has not been broadcasted, we remove o  from the un-broadcasted queue of q; (3) If an 

interest object oO moves out of the influence cells of cr, and o  has been broadcasted, we 

insert the updated o  containing the updated K-tuple into the un-broadcasted queue of q. 

(4) At each decision point, we choose a new data item to broadcast. Let q be the current 

request, we compute the priority P(o ) for each data item o  in UQ(q), and choose the data 

item with the highest priority to broadcast. 

5. Client Algorithm 

As shown in Fig. 6, algorithms on clients work as follows: (1) Submit requests to the server; 

(2) Receive broadcasted data items; (3) Calculate query results based on received data items. 

We focus on the third step in this paper. Note that except for the time when a new request is 

submitted, there exists no interaction between the client and the server, which can save both 

wireless bandwidth and the power on the client. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Query processing on clients 

 

Before presenting the client-side algorithm, we propose a lemma. 

Lemma 3: Suppose the data items required by a client crC are as follows: 
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),,( 111 iKi cco  , , ),,( 11 iKi cco   (ci1 = cr); 

),,( 121 iKi cco  , , ),,( 12 iKi cco   (ci2 = cr);  

  

),,( 11 iKiK cco  , , ),,( 1 iKiK cco   (ciK = cr).  

Then we have ORkNN(cr)={({o11, , 1o }, 1), ({o21, , 2o }, 2), , ({oK1, , Ko }, 

K)}. 

Proof: This lemma can be proved according to Lemma 2 and the definition of the data item. 

Below we present the algorithm executed on each client crC.  

(1) cr begins to listen to the downlink channel immediately after an ORkNN query is 

submitted. 

(2) For each data item ),,( 1 iKi cco   that is received by cr, we check if the identifier of 

client cr is included in the K-tuple ),,( 1 iKi cc  , and if another data item ),,( 1 jKj cco  , 

which contains the same interest object o, has already been received by cr. Depending on the 

examination results, there exist four cases: (1) If cr is included in the K-tuple ),,( 1 iKi cc  , 

and ),,( 1 jKj cco   exists, we insert the newly received ),,( 1 iKi cco   to the temporary 

result set and remove ),,( 1 jKj cco   from the temporary result set; (2) If cr is not included 

in the K-tuple ),,( 1 iKi cc   and ),,( 1 jKj cco   exists, we remove ),,( 1 jKj cco   from 

the temporary result set; (3) If cr is included in the K-tuple ),,( 1 iKi cc   and ),,( 1 jKj cco   

does not exist, we insert ),,( 1 iKi cco   into the temporary result set; (4) If cr is not included 

in the K-tuple ),,( 1 iKi cc   and ),,( 1 jKj cco   does not exist, we discard ),,( 1 iKi cco   

directly. 

(3) cr stops listening to the downlink channel when: i) The deadline expires; ii) All 

necessary data items have been received, i.e., the data item ),,( 1 iKi cco  , which satisfies 

that cr is included in ),,( 1 iKi cc  and the first character of the identifier of cr is represented 

by a number larger than 52, is received. 

(4) Considering the data items in the temporary result set as the data items required by cr, we 

calculate ORkNN(cr) based on Lemma 2. Note that if no data item is received during the 

lifetime of the query request, we conclude that the query result set is empty. 

6. Experimental Results and Analysis 

6.1 Experimental Setup 

The overall simulation model is based on the system architecture shown in Fig. 2, which 

consists of one base station, a number of clients and interest objects, and several wireless 

channels. The available bandwidth is set to be 84Mbps. The clients are generated as uniformly 

distributed points. For each interest object, we randomly chose two points as the starting point 

and ending point. The object of interest moves along the line segment between the two 

endpoints at a constant speed, which is also randomly generated between the maximum and 

minimum speeds. After arriving the ending point, the interest object takes the ending point as 

the new starting point and another point is chosen at random as the new ending point. 
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Meanwhile, we generate a random number between the maximum and minimum speed as the 

new speed. ORkNN query requests from different clients are independent. The lifetime of each 

request is randomly chosen between the maximal and minimal values. When a request 

deadline is reached, the client submits another request after a time interval, which is also a 

randomly selected value with the upper and lower limits. In our simulations, we obtain 

different workloads mainly by adjusting the time interval T. 

The main parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table 3. Note that, except 

when explicitly stated, the experiments are conducted under the default settings. For each 

group of settings, the program is run 100 times, and we take the average value as the output. 

Each simulation run lasts for 10,000 broadcast slots during which the number of clients stays 

unchanged and no new interest objects are added.  
 

Table 3. Simulation parameters 
 

Parameter Default value 

Client density 0.1 per unit area  

Interest object density One per unit area 

Minimal/Maximal interest 

object speed 
20/60 unit lengths per broadcast slot 

Minimal / Maximal  

request lifetime 
10/30 broadcast slot 

Minimal / Maximal time 

interval between two 

consecutive requests 

(abbreviated to T) 

5/15 broadcast slot 

k 3 

 

The algorithms are implemented by using C++ language and all the programs are tested on 

an Intel quad-core, 3.40GHz, 8GB-main-memory machine. 
 

6.2 Experimental Results 

6.2.1 Evaluation of Overhead 

As mentioned in the broadcast scheduling method, at each scheduling decision point, the 

server chooses a new data item to be broadcasted by recalculating priorities. In this set of 

experiments, we examined the average overhead involved in making a scheduling decision, as 

well as the necessary time for calculating ORkNN results.  

Fig. 7 shows the average time of making a scheduling decision when the number of data 

items to be broadcasted grows. Since we need to calculate data item priorities at each decision 

point, the time cost changes proportionally to the number of items needed to be broadcasted 

Some data items do not change and and do not need to be recalculated, so the time cost grows 

slowly. 

We also investigated the time cost of calculating ORkNN results. As a result, the time used 

to calcute results of an ORkNN query is not strongly affected by the value of k (Fig. 8).  
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Fig. 7. Time cost of making a scheduling decision     Fig. 8. Time cost of calculating ORkNN results 

 

 

6.2.2 Evaluation of Broadcast Scheduling Method 

To the best of our knowledge, we have not found any prior works that make the same 

assumptions as our present study. Therefore, we examine and compare our broadcast 

scheduling method (referred to as proposed) with algorithms DTIU [25], and item-level. In 

each of these experiments, we use the the proposed methods to calculate ORkNN results and 

construct data items. Then, one of proposed, DTIU and item-level is adopted to schedul the 

data items to be broadcasted. The assumptions of DTIU are the most similar to proposed, but it 

also assumes that the data items required by a request do not change during the lifetime of the 

request. item-level is the same as proposed, except that a query request is not scheduled as a 

whole, i.e., item-level schedules at the level of the item.  

Two metrics, namely the request drop ratio (DR) and the scheduling efficiency ratio (SR), 

are adopted to evaluate and analyze the performance of our proposed algorithms. Let |Q| be the 

total number of submitted requests and |Qmiss| be the number of unsatisfied requests, then DR is 

defined as |Qmiss|/|Q|. DR measures the ability to satisfy requests. The ideal value of DR is zero, 

and means all requests are satisfied. In other words, a lower value of DR implies better 

performance. Let |I| be the total number of broadcasted data items, and |Iuseful| represent the 

number of broadcasted data items that lead to at least one satisfied request, then SR is defined 

as |Iuseful|/|I|. SR reflects the algorithm efficiency in satisfying requests. In particular, a higher 

scheduling efficiency ratio implies higher performance, meaning more requests are satisfied 

by the received data items. The maximum value of the scheduling efficiency ratio is one, and 

means all the broadcasted data items contribute to satisfied requests.  
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(i)                                                                        (j) 

Fig. 9. Experimental results 

 

Effect of T. In this set of experiments, the algorithms are evaluated under different T values. 

A lower value of T results in a larger request arrival rate and a heavier workload. It is 

reasonable to see that, in Fig. 9 (a) and (b), all algorithms have increased performance as T 

grows. As can be seen, proposed outperforms the other algorithms. DTIU performs the worst 

because it does not take the changes of the data items into consideration. item-level 

deteriorates faster when query workload increases than proposed. This is due to its scheduling 

at the data item level leading to unsatisfied requests, even if only one data item is left 

broadcasted. Scheduling a request as a whole helps to alleviate this request starvation problem. 

The results are consistent with the results reported in previous study on multi-item request 

scheduling [24].  

Effect of Interest Object Density. Fig. 9 (c) and (d) show the effect of the interest object 

density on proposed, DTIU and item-level. As can be seen, the algorithm of proposed 

performs best. In general, when the value of the interest objects density becomes larger, it is 

more likely that an ORkNN query request asks for more data items and that the result set of a 

request changes during the lifetime. Thus, all algorithms deteriorate as the interest object 

density grows. In general, a larger density of interest objects implies a larger set of request 
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results and a larger probability of appearances by invalid data items. In such cases, item-level 

comes across more serious problems and DTIU becomes more prone to error.  

Effect of Interest Object Velocity. In Fig. 9 (e) and (f), we vary the speed of interest 

objects and study the effect on proposed, DTIU and item-level. In general, the larger the 

interest object’s speed, the more likely a broadcasted data item is to be out-of-date. DTIU 

performance deteriorates sharply as the interest objects move faster, because the movements 

of the interest objects are not involved at all when DTIU makes broadcast scheduling 

decisions.  

Effect of Client Density. Fig. 9 (g) and (h) show the request drop ratio and scheduling 

efficiency ratio of the algorithms proposed, DTIU and item-level, when the client density 

increases. All else equal, the larger the client density, then the more requests submitted to the 

server within the same period of time, the less interest objects are requested by an ORkNN 

query, and the more likely the interest objects are to move out of their original OOkVD cells. 

Consequently, less empty-result requests appear. Thus, all algorithm performances deteriorate 

with the client density. DTIU deteriorates faster because it is not designed to schedule moving 

data items. As the average result size becomes small and the starvation problem is not that 

serious, item-level performs relatively better. 

Effect of k. In Fig. 9 (i) and (j), we varied the value of k and studied the effect of k. For any 

k value, the number of objects required by an ORkNN query does not exceed k. In particular, 

when k=1, the number of objects requested by an ORkNN query is either zero or one. In 

general, a larger k value means a request needs more data items, which also leads to a larger 

probability of the appearance of invalid data items. In such cases, proposed performs best, as 

shown in Fig. 9 (i) and (j). 

In brief, the proposed algorithms are demonstrated to be effective and efficient. The 

overhead of calculating ORkNN results, and the time cost of making a scheduling decision, 

suggest that the ORkNN result calculation and data item organization methods are efficient. 

Furthermore, the comparison result of the proposed broadcast scheduling method and other 

related methods suggest that the proposed broadcast scheduling method is efficient for 

handling ORkNN queries via on-demand broadcast. Above all, the final results (DR and SR) 

suggest that the entire processing method may have practical applications. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper processes ordered order k reverse nearest neighbor (ORkNN) queries in on-demand 

environments. Experimental results regarding the calculation of ORkNN results and the 

broadcast scheduling approach are presented. The experimental results suggest that our 

proposed algorithms may have practical applications.  
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